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Antek is telling us some 
basic info about Norway

Capital city: Oslo

Titbits: the deepest lake 
in Norway is 
Hornindalsvatnet. It’s 
514 m deep.



Trollstingen i.e. the 
road of trolls is the 
most curvy road in 
Norway and one of the 
most beautifully set in a 
lovely landscape.

Did you know that Norway is 
a monarchy? It’s one out of 
twelve monarchies in Europe.



Easter is more 
important for 
Norwegians than 
Christmas.

Yellow and green 
are colours 
associated with 
Easter.  



Here Agnieszka is telling us about 
Norwegians Easter customs eg.: 
trips, reading crime stories, having 
a barbecue. Norwegians spend 
their Easter actively: “There is no 
bad weather, there’s only 
inappropriate clothing”.



And here Agnieszka, Antek and Maciek are asking questions about 
Norway and its Easter tradition and customs: What is the capital city 

of Norway? What word describes Easter trips to the mountains? What 
do they eat during this holiday?



Time for Lithuania!
Now Oliwia is presenting the 
most important information 
about this country: 
geographical location and the 
capital city (Vilnius-Wilno).

And here Oliwia is explaining 
what colours of Lithuanian 
flag symbolises.  



Some titbits for tourists - places to visit: historic buildings and a place 
full of various crosses, huge ones and tiny ones. St. Anne's Church is a 

Roman Catholic church in Vilnius' Old Town, on the right bank of the Vilnia 
River established 1495–1500. Gediminas' Tower is the remaining part of 
the Upper Castle in Vilnius. The first wooden fortifications were built by 
Gediminas, Grand Duke of Lithuania. The first brick castle was completed 

in 1409 by Grand Duke Vytautas.



Some titbits 
about Lithuania

Did you know that 
Lithuania has got its own 
scent? It’s the only 
country in the world with 
its own perfumes!



Easter tradition 
in Lithuania



Time for questions :)

And the winner is… 
Ami :)
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